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Victorious s1 ep 16

Edit Hollywood Arts had resisted an attempt by Jade to show off one of her games, but Tori eventually convinced her favorite Chinese resta restaurant owner to finance production at a nearby small theater. However the money didn't come without a catch, when the owner confirmed that
Jade turned it into music, and added her not-so-talented daughter to the actor. The situation is even worse when Jade invites her father who does not approve in an attempt to prove his artistic ideals are authoritative. Written by Dey Daniel Timothy Plot Summary | Add Comedy Synopsis |
Drama | Family | Music | Romantic Certificate: See all certifications » Parent's Guide: Add content advice for parents » Edit Trina (Daniella Monet) acts as Jackie Monet in this episode, using her real surname. See more » During the poker scene at Tori's house, everyone sits on the same
side of the table, which is clearly done for camera purposes. In fact, the sitting position will be awkward from one side of the table of tightness and again, on the other, there is a great chasm. See more » [read cookies of fate] Tori Vega: Okay, my fate says... [opens the cookie] Tori Vega:
He's the one who's not right often never wrong, what? Andre Harris: All right, I said... [opens it] Andre Harris: Help! I'm being held at a Chinese brewery! Okay that's pretty good. See more » iCarly References (2007) See more » Longdays Written by Thomas Dew Done by A Million Seeds
See more » User Reviews We're sorry, the information you're looking for isn't available right now. We're sorry, the information you're looking for isn't available right now.
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